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Novelis, the world’s leading recycler of aluminium
pays competitive prices for high-quality UK
aluminium beverage cans.
We are now actively seeking new suppliers to augment our existing
network of used aluminium beverage can suppliers.
It’s quick and easy to become a supplier and competitive prices are always paid for good quality
aluminium. We have a comprehensive network of delivery points across the UK. Please click here to

Before you deliver to us
•

Suppliers and Specification for Supply.

find your nearest aggregation centre.
You must be registered with Novelis Recycling before you can deliver used aluminium beverage
cans to a Regional Aggregation Centre.

Please read the Information for

•

Download our self-billing form.
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Aggregation Centres

Novelis have six aggregation centres
across the UK.
Scotland

Midlands

ACE Brightwaste Ltd

Tandom Metallurgical (Midlands) Ltd

Warehouse A, Greenfields Complex,

Apex Road, Brownhills,

Greenfields Street, Alloa FK10 2AL

Walsall, WS8 7EP

Tel: 07563 790 722

Tel: 01922 270 605

East

South West

European Metal Recycling (EMR)

Thamesdown Recycling

Old Lane, Holbrook Industrial Estate,

Kingshill Recycling Centre, Cricklade,

Halfway, Sheffield, S20 3GZ

Swindon, Wiltshire, SN6 6JR

Tel: 0114 234 8219

Tel: 01793 750 468

North West

East London

Tandom Metallurgical Group Ltd

European Metal Recycling Ltd (EMR)

Radnor Park Industrial Estate,

Manor Road, Erith,

Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 4XE

Kent, DA8 2AD

Tel: 01260 271 122

Tel: 07909 231 766
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Aluminium Quality

Your suppliers

We are committed to working with our suppliers to help meet our quality specification.

Practice what you preach!

Cutting contamination can be achieved by the use of simple technology, good housekeeping and

Encourage and educate your suppliers to

training. See the “Staff Training Checklist” for tips on making high quality an everyday exercise.

understand the importance of quality and the
need to cut contamination.

The greater operating costs and higher risks of dealing with contaminated loads affects our ability
to pay the best price for poor quality materials. So, supplying good quality aluminium saves your

•

contamination.

business money and ensures that can sheet is produced to the exacting standards which the
industry demands.

Explain the problems caused by

•

Encourage them to visit this website to find
out more!

DOWNLOAD OUR STAFF TRAINING CHECKLIST

•

Reject material if necessary – penalise for
poor quality.

•

Grade your suppliers.

•

Carry out spot checks on loads.
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Supplier Resources







Self Billing Form

Specification for Supply

Delivery Procedure

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE







Payment Procedure

Safety and Regulations

Staff Training Checklist

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE

DOWNLOAD RESOURCE
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What aluminium do you buy?

Do you buy cans from outside the UK and Republic of Ireland?

Novelis Recycling only buys used aluminium

If your cans are from outside the UK and Republic of Ireland please email Paul Garlick.

beverage cans. If you have any other alloy, please
contact the relevant contact for your area:
North (including Scotland) and North Wales:
Bob Meath (Tel: 07793 306238 / Email Bob)
South, Midlands & Ireland:
Keith Guest (Tel: 07702 826200 / Email Keith)

Do you accept aerosols?
We will only accept de-pressurised aerosols, evenly mixed with UBC’s up to a maximum 2% by
weight. Any loads that are found to contain a higher percentage of aerosols are subject to rejection.

Will you buy cans with plastic widgets?
We accept post-consumer collected cans containing widgets as long as they are mixed at a low level

South East:

with cans without widgets. If you have a load containing a high percentage of widgeted cans please

Paul Garlick (Tel: 07766 504669 / Email Paul)

contact the relevant Novelis Recycling contact for your area:

For information on recycling other types of

North (including Scotland) &

aluminium packaging contact The Aluminium

North Wales:

South, Midlands & Ireland:

South East:

Packaging Recycling Organisation (Alupro).

Bob Meath

Keith Guest

Paul Garlick

Tel: 07793 306238 / Email Bob

Tel: 07702 826200 / Email Keith

Tel: 07766 504669 / Email Paul

MORE FAQ’s
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Can I have my pallets/runners back?

What should I do if our address or bank details have changed?

Unfortunately not. Your delivery has to be

Please let us have your new details, in writing. Don’t forget to quote your supplier code. You can

transported to Latchford on the pallets / runners

either:

so we are unable to let you have them back.

Does Novelis Recycling have a Waste
Management Licence?
The Novelis Used Beverage Can Recycling Plant

•

Email them to Robbie Davies or

•

Post them to: Robbie Davies, Novelis Recycling, Latchford Locks Works, Thelwall Lane,
Warrington WA4 1NN

Control (IPC) and has an IPC Permit Number

I am VAT registered but do not have a copy of my VAT certificate.
Can you still buy my cans?

BL6802IU.

We will still be able to buy your cans but we will be unable to pay you VAT. You can invoice us

is controlled under the Integrated Pollution

separately for the VAT once you have received our self-billing invoice. Your VAT invoice, along with
Under these regulations, which are controlled by

a copy of the self-billing invoice should be sent to Robbie Davies, Novelis Recycling, Latchford Locks

the Environment Agency, we are not required to

Works, Thelwall Lane, Warrington WA4 1NN.

hold a Waste Management Licence.
Click here to download this information.
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Novelis Neighbour

Novelis Neighbour is a global programme established by Novelis in 2012 as part of our Social

Every year the programme donates
over £3 million and gives over 24,000
volunteer hours.

economic and environmental goals, while simultaneously improving the quality of life for our

Responsibility (CSR) strategy. We have an ongoing commitment to achieve industry-leading
employees and their families, the communities where we operate and society as a whole.
Through Novelis Neighbour, our company has developed a reputation for giving back to our
communities through financial contributions and volunteer hours. We achieve this through
donations and support given throughout the year, the highlight of which is our Novelis Month of
Service which takes place in October, across our global operations.
Through the Novelis Neighbour initiative Novelis employees support more than 250 community
projects at 30 sites in 10 countries. These projects focus on three pillars: making communities safer;

PLAY VIDEO

Novelis Neighbour Intro

supporting Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) education; and, increasing recycling
by consumers.

Novelis
Novelis
Neighbour
Neighbour
UKUK
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Novelis Neighbour UK
Every year Novelis Recycling support a wide range of charities and community
initiatives and donate over £20,000 to help them with their work.
Through the Novelis Neighbour programme, Novelis Recycling is

•

supporting charities, good causes and fundraising events in the local
community in and around our recycling plant at Latchford, Warrington.

LIST OF CHARITIES NOVELIS SUPPORTS

Our local hospice has received sponsorship funds and equipment for
use by patients’ families.

•

We have supported employees in their own activities by matching their
sponsorship funds.

•

Six local schools are now ‘Heart Safe’ and equipped with automatic

•

defibrillators.
•

disadvantaged adults to improve their buildings and outside area.

One child and his parents are undergoing a full year of education,
development and care not available on the NHS.

Novelis Neighbour Intro

A team from Novelis Recycling volunteered at a project for

Novelis
Novelis
Neighbour
Neighbour
UKUK

•

Two nearby hospitals have also received much needed donations as
well as practical help with building works and garden landscaping.
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Novelis Neighbour UK
supports the following
charities

Novelis Neighbour Intro

Novelis
Novelis
Neighbour
Neighbour
UKUK

Marie Curie
www.mariecurie.org.uk

Alder Hey
www.alderheycharity.org

St. Rocco’s Hospice
www.stroccos.org.uk

Brainwave
www.brainwave.org.uk

The Walton Lea Partnership
www.waltonlea.org.uk

Hand on Heart
www.handonheart.org
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Education and
Communication
Learning Aluminium

Think Cans in the Classroom

awareness and understanding of the uses of

Learning Aluminium is a digital platform

These are free resources for primary and

aluminium and its infinite recyclability.

for teachers and educators providing

secondary schools which are designed to link

multidisciplinary teaching resources on

aluminium and recycling to core subjects across

aluminium recycling.

the curriculum, including science, geography,

Education and communication are important
aspects of our work as we aim to increase

Listed are a selection of programmes run
by partner organisations and in some cases
supported by PRN investments.

design technology and citizenship.
Find out more at the Learning Aluminium
website

Education Intro

Find
Novelis
Out More
Neighbour UK

Find out more at the thinkcans.com website
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The Aluminium Packaging Recycling Organisation (Alupro)

MetalMatters

Novelis is a member of Alupro, The Aluminium Packaging Recycling Organisation and a funding

MetalMatters is a marketing and

partner of both the Every Can Counts and MetalMatters campaigns. These campaigns have not

communications campaign designed to support

only increased capture rates for drink cans away from the home but have also improved kerbside

local authority kerbside metal packaging

recycling rates for other metal packaging.

recycling schemes. The campaign is funded
by Novelis and partners in the metal packaging

They are delivering a real shift in consumer behaviour leading to increased capture rates for all

value chain.

materials.
Visit the MetalMatters website
Visit the Alupro website

Education Intro

Find Out More
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Novelis Recycling at
Science Discovery Museums
We have invested PRN revenue into developing

Every Can Counts

waste education programmes in association
with leading science centres:

Every Can Counts is a partnership between major European and UK aluminium and steel beverage
can manufacturers and reprocessors, including Novelis.

•

Catalyst Science Discovery Museum,
Cheshire: Take a virtual tour of the Novelis

Every Can Counts works with organisations wanting to set up, or improve drinks can recycling

recycling plant and enjoy recycling-themed

amongst their staff and/or customers. The programme is also working to raise awareness of

educational workshops and events.

recycling drinks cans ‘on the go’ and has supported campaigns in shopping centres, town centres,
tourist sites and at events, including major music festivals.

•

Thinktank, Birmingham Science Museum:
“Recycle!” is an interactive exhibition and

Visit the Every Can Counts website

Education Intro

Find Out More

supporting education programme.
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Life of a Can

Recycle Now

How is a can made and what happens when it gets recycled?

The major materials reprocessors and the Waste & Resources
Action Programme (WRAP) have developed a new interactive
resource for Key Stage 3, linked to the Citizenship curriculum.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR VIDEO TO FIND OUT
THE ANSWERS AND MUCH MORE!

Education Intro

VIEW / DOWNLOAD RESOURCES NOW
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The Aluminium Can Recycling Loop
Every year nearly 10 billion aluminium drink cans are sold in the UK. Each
one can be recycled to make another drink can, over and over again. This
is called ‘closed loop’ recycling. Recycling aluminium cans saves energy
and natural resources, and reduces pressure on landfill sites for waste
disposal.

FIND OUT HOW IT WORKS
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Here’s How it Works…
1 . Recycling – it’s easy!
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2. Reprocessing
The bales of cans are broken up and shredded into small pieces, about
the size of a 50p coin. Hot air (approx. 500°C) is blown through the
shreds to remove the printed decoration. The clean shreds are then

You can recycle your cans in a number of ways:

melted in a furnace heated to 750°C.

Can banks – find them at supermarkets and council-run recycling sites.

The molten metal flows into a deep pit where the casting process takes

Look out for recycling banks in offices, shopping centres and leisure

place. Cooled by direct contact with a curtain of water, the metal then

facilities too.

solidifies and an ingot is formed.

Kerbside recycling – use the doorstep collections offered by your
council.
Cash from cans – exchange your cans to raise funds for a good cause.

3. Rolling
The ingots are transported to the rolling mill where they are pre-heated
to 600°C and undergo their first ‘hot rolling’.

Once collected the cans are sorted, checked for contaminants and baled.
They are then delivered to the Novelis plant in Warrington. This is part of

They are then ‘cold rolled’ to the exact thickness required by the can

Novelis’ dedicated European aluminium can recycling infrastructure.

maker.

NEXT STEPS
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5. Filling
The cans are cleaned using high pressure air and water. The air is
extracted and at the same time the can is filled with carbon dioxide (CO2)

4. Can Making

and the liquid contents.

The recycled aluminium sheet is fed through a ‘cupping press’ which

The can ends are mechanically attached and sealed. Around 2,000 cans

stamps out thousands of shallow cups. The can shape is created by

are produced and filled by this process every minute.

ramming the cups through a series of smaller and smaller rings at high
pressure.

6. Selling
They are then trimmed and washed ready to be printed. After the
decoration has been applied, the cans are dried and passed through a

The final stage of the loop – or is it the beginning? The cans are delivered

necker/flanger to prepare them to take the can end.

to the retailer ready for you to buy, drink and recycle all over again.

PREVIOUS STEPS
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Why Recycle Aluminium?
No other material offers the versatility and environmental benefits of aluminium.
Aluminium like other metals is a permanent material whose inherent properties do not change
during use and despite repeated recycling into new products. Because aluminium is infinitely
recyclable, it can be reused in applications vastly different from its previous purpose, and it can
also be recast into its original form. These properties make aluminium an ideal material for use in
premium applications, even after being recycled many times. For example, a 50-year-old building
facade can be recycled into the aluminium needed for the engine block of a new car with no
degradation in quality. Its recycling does not necessarily require the addition of primary material
or additives to enable the basic material function and properties. So you can say that aluminium
is infinitely recyclable making it the material of choice for balancing the demand of a growing
economy with the need to preserve the environment.

The Future

The Benefits
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The Future
Since the first industrial production of aluminium in the 1880s, 75% of all the material ever produced is still in
use today.
The aluminium beverage can is the world’s most recycled packaging container and the UK is one of the largest aluminium
beverage can markets in Europe. Nearly ten billion aluminium beverage cans are sold in the UK every year, and each one could
be recycled over and over again, saving energy, raw materials and waste. A used aluminium beverage can can be recycled,
reprocessed, remade and ready for re-sale in around 60 days. In a whole year, that one can could be recycled eight times,
saving enough energy to make 160 new cans. Across Europe, over 70% of all aluminium beverage cans are recycled, a number
that we are continually working to increase.

The Future

The Benefits

PRN Funding
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The Benefits
Aluminium recycling provides significant energy savings in multiple sectors:

 95%

 95%

 3 hours

Less Energy

Fewer Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)

One aluminium beverage can saves enough
energy to power a television for three hours.

Recycling aluminium requires 95% less energy,

Recycling 1 tonne of aluminium avoids the

Recycling aluminium reduces the use of

and produces 95% fewer greenhouse gas

emission of about 9 tonnes of Carbon Dioxide)

natural resources and chemicals (caustic soda,

emissions (GHG), than manufacturing primary

CO2 emissions – just 1 tonne of CO2 is

aluminium fluoride and lime) and eliminates the

aluminium.

equivalent to driving nearly 3,000 miles.

need for bauxite ore to be mined.

The Future

The Benefits
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The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 2007 were first introduced in the UK in
1997. The overall aim of the regulations is to require companies to reduce the volume of packaging used and
minimise the amount of packaging which ends up in landfill or disposal sites. Every year obligated companies
are required to achieve recycling rates for each specific packaging materials they use.
Packaging Recovery Notes (PRNs) which are issued by Reprocessors and Exporters are a recognised form of evidence of
recycling to meet the legal obligations set by the regulations. Novelis UK Ltd is an accredited Reprocessor and Exporter within
the regulations and regulated by the Environment Agency.
Funds generated through the sale of PRNs are invested in accordance with the regulations. In addition to improvements to
collection and reprocessing infrastructure Novelis UK Ltd uses PRN funding to support communication strategies aimed at
improving aluminium packaging recovery rates. This includes programmes such as Every Can Counts and MetalMatters run in
collaboration with industry partners. See the Education and Communication section.
If you need to discuss or purchase PRNs please contact Keith Guest on 01925 784138

PRN Funding
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If you would like to know more about becoming
a supplier to Novelis Recycling please contact
your local Metal Buyer.

DOWNLOAD THE SUPPLIER FORM
INFORMATION FOR SUPPLIERS

You must be registered with Novelis Recycling before you can deliver
used aluminium beverage cans to a Regional Aggregation Centre.

Bob Meath

Keith Guest

Metal Buyer - Midlands, North of England,

Leader Scrap Procurement UK UBC - South

North Wales and Scotland

Wales, South West, Northern Ireland and Ireland

Tel: 01925 784135

Tel: 01925 784138

Mobile: 07793 306238

Mobile: 07702 826200

Email Bob

Email Keith

Paul Garlick

Robbie Davies

Leader Scrap Procurement - South East

Procurement Specialist UK UBC

Non UK and other aluminium scrap

Tel: 01925 784 136

Tel: 01925 784127

Email Robbie

Mobile: 07766 504669
Email Paul

UK Office Address
Latchford Locks Works, Thelwall Lane, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 1NN
+44 (0)1925 784100

